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ABSTRACT
Producing source code that implements the GUI takes a great deal of effort in software development, especially for interactive software systems. This workload, generally considered tedious and burdensome, is inadequately automated given the richness of conceptual design and behavior models generated in earlier stages of the development process. A few frameworks have been proposed for generating GUI code based on formal specification or code annotation, requiring extra work to be done in addition to conceptually designing the software system in question. We propose a mechanism that generates GUI code from UML class diagrams expressed in XMI. Our approach takes into account the associations between design concepts and their composition hierarchy that is explicitly expressed in the UML language.
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1. Introduction
Software engineering has long been related to tools, theories, and methods. It connected together for cost-effective software development [1]. However, connecting theories and tools for developing software simply do not exist. The consensus in this regard is that software engineers should explicitly consider the domain of the software system to be built. A domain is characterized by the business processes being automated or
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the real world problem being addressed by a software program. Having a good understanding of software domains is essential for the success of any software development project [2]. Narrowing down the software domain will open the door for tailored methods and tools that enable a few activities in the development process to be automated. Consequently, it will effectively cut down the development cost and time. This is the rationale behind domain-specific modeling. There are many domains in software engineering such as mobile applications [3], robot applications [4], web applications [5], etc. In the desktop application based domain, the challenge is to combine the graphic user interface with the objects in conceptual model (UML class, entity relationship, etc.). This means code generation in a desktop application from a model is a real challenge in the future.

Unfortunately, not much effort has been put in building framework for desktop applications from conceptual model. Our research in this direction has initially come to the idea of combining constraint and the UML (Unified Modeling Language) class in application as a domain-specific modeling framework for desktop applications. Producing source code that implements the GUI (Graphics User Interface) takes a great deal of effort in software development, especially for interactive software systems. This work load, generally considered tedious and burdensome, is inadequately automated given the richness of conceptual design and behavior models generated in earlier stages of the development process. A few frameworks have been proposed for generating GUI code based on formal specification or code annotation, requiring extra work to be done in addition to conceptually designing the software system in question. We propose a mechanism that generates GUI code from UML class diagrams expressed in XMI (XML Metadata Interchange). Our approach takes into account the associations between design concepts and their composition hierarchy that is explicitly expressed in the UML language.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the preliminaries of our work. Section III presents our research motivation and formulates our research problems. Section IV is the core of our paper – a framework that explicitly addresses the research problems identified. Section V reports experiments conducted on our framework. Section VI surveys related work. Section VII draws some concluding remarks and points out the future work.

2. Background
2.1. The Model Driven Architecture

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is a framework for software development defined by the Object Management Group (OMG). Key to MDA is the importance of models in the software development process. Within MDA the software development
process is driven by the activity of modeling your software system [6]. The MDA development life cycle is not very different from the traditional life cycle. The artifacts of the MDA are formal models, i.e., models that can be understood by computers. The following three models are at the core of the MDA: Platform Independent Model (PIM), a model with a high level of abstraction that is independent of any implementation technology; Platform Specific Model (PSM), a model tailored to specify your system in terms of the implementation constructs that are available in one specific implementation technology. A PIM is transformed into one or more PSMs; Code, a description (specification) of the system in source code. Each PSM is transformed into code.

2.2. UML

The Unified Modeling Language\(^1\) provides a variety of diagram type for integrated specification of both the structure and the behavior of system [7]. Currently, there are many tool to support development of software. It often do not only support the analysis and design of system, but also contain code generator to automatically. Basing XMI on the XML metalanguage by W3C.XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) intends to provide a standard way for users to exchange any kind of metadata that can be expressed using the MOF (Meta-Object Facility) specification by the Object Management Group (OMG) [8]. It integrates three industry standards: MOF (OMG), UML (OMG), and XML (W3C) [7].

2.3. XML and XMI

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) was envisions as a language for defining document formats for the Web as HTML [9]. XMI defines four elements (we refer to them as differential elements) used to support differential description of UML models: **XMI.difference** is the parent element used to describe differences from the base (initial) model; it may contain zero or more differences, expressed through the elements **XMI.difference**, **XMI.delete**, **XMI.add** and **XMI.replace**. **XMI.delete** represents a deletion from the base model, **XMI.add** represents an addition to the base model and **XMI.replace** represents a replacement of a model construct with another model construct in a base model [10].

XMI document that represents the actual UML specification of this model. Each component change has a XMI-change document that specifies how a model version was constructed from the predecessor schema. As introduced before not only the UML models will be specified according to the XMI standard, but also model changes [11].

\(^1\) http://www.uml.org
3. Motivation and research problems

3.1. Example

In this subsection, we briefly describe an example in which a developer needs to build a shopping application. Figure 1 is a UML class diagram for the conceptual design of this software management timetable in shopping manager. There are many classes, cardinality and relationships between of them. The Customer class is presented the customer and product is presented the product in shopping etc., In this UML class diagram, there are some classes and relationship of every class. The Customer class corresponds to the customer in shopping. The Order class corresponds to the customer’s order in shopping, etc. These classes in this diagram have many type relationships. For example, the Account class have aggregation relationship with the Order class. There are also many other relationships such as: Association, multiplicity, aggregation, composition, inheritance, generalization. In every class, there are many attributes. For example, in Customer class has custome id, phone, address, email, node attributes. We want to build a shopping application by this UML class diagram.

This application has some functions. It helps employees to make order, to find a product or to do something for reporting, progress and backup database. It must have a friendly interface running on the desktop. In addition, defining rules for mapping data types of class attributes to elements in the Java GUI is also a challenge. How to generate source code automatically for graphic user interface in this application?

3.2. Research Problems

The gap from such a high-level description of a shopping application given in Subsection III-A to concrete source code (e.g., in Java) poses a few research questions as follows.

• Leveraging a conceptual design to generate GUI widgets that correspond to all attributes declared for UML class diagram.

• Making GUI tables based on the multiplicity of the UML classes diagram specified in the conceptual design.

• Dealing with the hierarchy of the UML composition and the isomorphism of UML generalization in the conceptual design.
4. Framework

In this section, we concretely present a proposed framework with regards to software abstraction (Subsection IV-A), code generation and handling the dynamics of objects manipulated by shopping applications corresponding to the class diagram in the software abstraction (Subsection IV-B). Regarding the shopping application system depicted in Figure 2, there are many frames including single class, aggregation class, association class.

4.1. Software Abstraction

One of the pillars of a domain-specific framework is to raise the level of abstraction in making software specification. As we narrow down the domain (of software) to UML class diagram, we are able to employ a high-level declarative language such as the graphic. The classes are the objects in the shopping applications. The Figure 2 is progress in our proposed framework that is described in Figure 3. Our framework has 4 steps to generate source code from UML class diagram.

Fig. 1. UML class diagram for shopping application
Fig. 2. Our framework supports code generation of the graphics user interface from UML class diagram

- **Step 1**: Creating a UML class diagram and defining attributes. This step, the software developers will design the class diagram for applications by any tool.
- **Step 2**: Mapping UML to XMI. By default, XMI is generated automatically for modeled classes. This step, we used Papyrus plug-in to parse the class UML.
- **Step 3**: Defining context. Show all objects which programmer selects the object for the conceptual design. Algorithm 1 presents the main idea of this step. This algorithm parser the XMI document to list of classes, list of data types, list of enumerations and list of associations. Result of Algorithm 1 is to build a structure of the application. The H\texttt{CodeStruct} at line 6 corresponds to the structure of the application.
- **Step 4**: Generating GUI source code. Algorithm 2 present the main idea of this step. This algorithm generates source code for the GUI in Java from structure of the application above and list of templates. In this step, the rule in Table I and Table II will be the basis for mapping attributes, relationships in UML class diagram with GUI in Java

4.2. **Generating Source Code for Graphic User Interface**

We also developed a simple tool that allows a software developer can generate code java for GUI widgets by class diagram [12]. They are declared class diagram by UML tool. Then, the engine will check classes and relation between classes, converted into XMI. In step 4, when the software developer has it taken steps in our framework, the program will automatically generate source code for the application. In which the structure of the application will be divided into a packages. View package will focus on the part of the graphic user interface, the package control will focus on the control handle and package model rule would specify the character in the application.

4.3. **Attribute**

The UML classes show the structural and behavioral features in the object oriented Model. These features include attributes, association, generation [7]. On the other hand, each attribute in a class diagram that contains information mapping to GUI. Thus, mapping
UML classes to Graphic User Interface are quite straightforward. In general, the UML attribute name is directly used as the GUI component name in the mapping process. However, class attributes in UML will have data types. In Table I, we built a rule that allowed us to map data types from UML to XMI, and then to the GUI component in Java.

**Fig. 3. Transformation from UML class diagram to presentation model in MDA**

4.4. Multiplicity

The problem is solving polymorphism. We take care of relationship of the UML class diagram generation. The GUI elements generated depends on attributes and demonstrate the relationship between classes. When programmer changes profile map layers, the GUI generating code section in the paper. This solution will update the GUI. Input parameters for the parser is the node iterator documentation of XMI. It is generated by using the class diagram papyrus tools. Element is a list of self-definition layer elements in XMI [13]. The build data structures to store information material was analyzed from XMI.

- A list of classes parsed from the XMI. Each class has a list of attributes and optionally methods.
- A list of UML relationships, which could be UML association or generalization. Each relationship links a pair of classes.
- A list of enumerations, each of which defines the data type for some attributes declared above.
Table 1. Mapping Uml Class Diagram to Swing in Java for The Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UML Type</th>
<th>Java Type</th>
<th>Java Swing Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDate</td>
<td>Java.util.Date</td>
<td>JTextField</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EByte, EShort, EInt</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>JTextField</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELong</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>JTextField</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFloat</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>JTextField</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDouble</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>JTextField</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBoolean</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>JRadioButton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>JTextField</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Reference</td>
<td>Reference Type</td>
<td>JComboBox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1: Parsing the XMI document to list of data-types, list of classes, list of enumerations and list of associations.

```java
Input : UML file, XMLElement
Output : H_CodeStruct, the HashTable is defined by M_Type

1. LẊMLElement ← XMIParsing(XML File);
2. foreach i ∈ type do
3. | M_Type m ← XMIParsing.parseType(LẊMLElement, i);
4. | M_Type ← M_Type ∪ m;
5. end
6. H_CodeStruct ← HashTable(keys, M_Type);
7. return H_CodeStruct;
```

Algorithm 2: Generate source code for the GUI in Java from list of classes, list of enumerations, list of associations and list of templates.

```java
Input : H_CodeStruct that is a list of data-type, classes, enumerations and associations from XMI document
L_TemplateSingle, L_TemplateDetail those are the list of templates of graphic user interface defined
Output : L_PanelJava that is a list of classes for graphic user interface in Java

1. foreach h ∈ H_CodeStruct do
2.   switch h.type() do
3.     case Enumeration do
4.       foreach e ∈ h do
5.         generatedCodeSupport(e);
6.       end
7.     end
8.     case DataType do
9.       foreach e ∈ h do
10.      generatedCodeSupport(e);
11.     end
12.   end
13.   case Class do
14.     foreach e ∈ h do
15.       L_PanelJava ← L_PanelJava ∪ generatedCodeGUI(L_TemplateSingle, e);
16.     end
17.   case Association do
18.     foreach e ∈ h do
19.       L_PanelJava ← L_PanelJava ∪ generatedCodeGUI(L_TemplateDetail, e);
20.     end
21.   end
22. end
23. return L_PanelJava;
```
In Table 2, we built a rule that allowed us to map relationships from UML to XMI, and then to the GUI component in Java. Every UML object responds to class in Java and object in Java Swing package.

**Table 2. Mapping UML class diagram to Swing in Java for the associations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UML Object</th>
<th>Java Code</th>
<th>Java Swing Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>JEnum</td>
<td>JCombobox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataType</td>
<td>Support class</td>
<td>JCombobox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Support class</td>
<td>Detail Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Multiplicity 1..*</td>
<td>Support class</td>
<td>JTree[1]-DetailPanel[*]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Experiments

In this section, we report measurement we conducted for the application of our framework to two different applications. The first application is the running example described in Subsection III-A. Table III summarizes the UML class diagram for the specification and Java code generated by our code generation techniques for the implementation of the application. The second application is an application management. Figure 5 is the UML class diagram of this application. There are 5 classes and one interface. This application supports the management of employees in a company. Employees are classified into categories such as: Volunteers, executives and hourly. Each employee has common attributes and unique attributes. In the UML class diagram, there are some relationships between the classes, such as: Inheritance, generalization, realization.

**Table 3. Measurements conducted on the application of the code generation in our framework to 2 separate case-studies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UML class diagram</th>
<th>Short description</th>
<th>Visualization</th>
<th>#Classes</th>
<th>#Relationships</th>
<th>#JFrames</th>
<th>Java LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1</td>
<td>The Shopping Application</td>
<td>Figure 4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5</td>
<td>The Management Application</td>
<td>Figure 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. The GUI of shopping application is generated from our framework with UML class diagram
6. Related work

6.1. MIDAS framework

MIDAS is a methodological framework for the agile development of WIS, which proposes a Model Driven Architecture based on the MDA approach. MIDAS proposes to model the WIS according to two orthogonal dimensions. On the one hand, taking into account the platform dependence degree (based on the MDA approach), two group of activities are considered: to specify the whole system by Computation Independent Models (CIMs), Platform Independent Models (PIMs) and Platform Specific Models (PSMs); and to specify the mapping rules between these models. On the other hand, MIDAS considers the modeling of the WIS according to three basic aspects: hypertext, content and behavior. Besides, MIDAS suggests using the Unified Model Language as unique notation to model both PIMs and PSMs [14]

6.2. UML and OCL

The Unified Modeling Language is popular specification. It allows to design structure, behavior, data structures and business processes model [8]. UML also uses diagrams to describe the models. A UML diagram does not provide constraints between objects in models. However, every element has some constraints between of them. Those constraints must be declared by another language. That is The Object Constraint Language (OCL). The OCL is the constraint language of UML. It is a precise, declarative language that is simple to understand for people who are not mathematicians or computer scientists. It does not use mathematical operators, but maintains mathematical rigor in its definition [15]. The graphical notation of UML has no equivalent in textual style. Therefore, only with OCL is possible to specify additional constraints of the model in text. OCL can be used to specify
restrictions such as invariants, preconditions, post-conditions, among others. OCL is often referred as a “side-effects-free” language since the state of the system does not change due to an OCL expression.

6.3. **Eclipse Modeling Framework**

In the world of model-driven software development the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [16] is becoming a key reference. It is a framework for describing class models and generating Java code which supports to create, modify, store, and load instances of the model. Moreover, it provides generators to support the editing of EMF models. EMF unifies three important technologies: Java, XML, and UML. Regardless of which one is used to define a model, an EMF model can be considered as the common representation that subsumes the others. For example, defining a transformation approach for EMF, it will become also applicable to the other technologies.

However, EMF have limited usability for code generated due to the following reasons: Limited capacities in construction of visual representations of language concepts; Complex integration of different meta-models (DSLs); Lack of flexibility in model transformations to an suitable target language; and Unsuitability for a specification of a larger amount of model variations [17].

7. **Conclusions and future work**

Software abstraction is welcome in the early phases of software engineering where model-based representations are to be shared by stakeholders whose interests differ substantially. In this paper, investigate how to make software abstraction taking the viewpoints of requirements engineering and software design combined. We narrow down the scope of our work to desktop application. We presented how UML can be used as a domain modeling language. Our choice of UML class diagram as a model for software abstraction was justified in its ability to: (i) conceptually and declaratively specify class rules and application concepts and (ii) turn the formal representation of class rules into computer-interpretable models, which opens the door for further automation in the later phases of software development. In our paper, we have designed and implemented two algorithms (*Algorithm 1*, *Algorithm 2*) to mapping UML class diagram to components in Swing package of Java.

As for the future work, we consider the following research directions. First, we will to expand the scope of desktop applications (e.g., generate database) for making software abstraction. Second, we leverage the underlying engine of rules in generating source code for the implementation of the desktop applications. Third, we will develop mechanisms for monitoring the data structure of an application against its class rules.
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